
VENTURE HACKS BUSINESS PLAN

Summary: Don't send long business plans to investors. Don't ask for NDAs. Don't share information that must remain
confidential. Understand.

The first business model of AngelList can be found below, where you can clearly see how they use platform
thinking: angels and startups are allowed to connect, interact and create and exchange value. In they launched
their recruitment platform that helps startups recruit top talent. Lawyers Lawyers are referees, not coaches
Lawyers are referees, not coaches. It was logical and relatively easy to make the next step: a startup
recruitment platform! They solved this in a clever way by creating the Syndicates. They protect the preferred,
who are minority shareholders, from unfair actions by the common majority. AngelList makes sure mutual
trust is in place and startups cannot be fooled around with by accreditation of both investors and startups. In a
platform where you know everything about your participants, there is a lot of potential of effectively using
data. With investing, this is a different story. Lawyers will also write the contracts and do the filings. Who
knew the playing field could change that much in 10 years time? Investors often look at several similar
companies at once. What should I send investors? Also, they had built the credibility and track-record as
experts in the funding world. Keep your options open if you raise debt Raising convertible debt from venture
capitalists can restrict your Series A options and lower your Series A valuationâ€”whether or not your
investors have a right of first refusal on the Series A. Concluding, Naval Ravikant started as a rebel in but he
saw that a shift was needed and went for it. Global Why only reduce pains for the American investors? After a
few years blogging for loads of startups, they discovered something else. Connecting producers and
consumers A platform is all about connection, knowing with whom you are dealing with and an easy
connection when and where you want. Ravikant and Nivi got a lot of requests from entrepreneurs who wanted
a connection with angel investors and vice versa. Competing companies tend to get started at the same time
because the market timing is right. Document your detailed plans on a napkin, wiki, spreadsheet, deck, to-do
list, or whatever. Actually, 1 debt does incent investors to help the business and 2 equity may also incent
investors to decrease the Series A share price. Reserve the right to raise more debt. Nobody reads them and
nobody executes them. Even families can become an investor because the Syndicate leads are the gatekeeper.
This JOBS act made it easier for people to invest in startups and it was logical for America, because everyone
wants the American Dream. Self Promotion: If you like this article, check out our e-book on Pitching.
Evaluate supposedly smart money with the smart money test. So it should be easy to invest and allow fellow
Americans to pursue this dream. He realized the information and power was at investors but should be at
entrepreneurs, to make them less vulnerable of being fooled around. Understand that investors care about
traction over everything else. What you often see when companies are building a platform is that they make
the fault of becoming a producer or consumer themselves instead of only providing the infrastructure. Startups
should be busy with customers and their proposition so meetings with investors is a waste of time. Advisors
are the coaches of the startup game.


